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1 INTRODUCTION
We introduce Dobby, an agent and architecture built around the
GPT-4 large language model (LLM). The system leverages the LLM
for both the generation of dialogue and task planning. The system is
demonstrated in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) study constructed
around a tour-guide scenario in which study participants take per-
sonalized tours stopping at various landmarks in a shared space
featuring multiple laboratories. Performance is measured along
five dimensions: overall effectiveness, exploration abilities, scruti-
nization abilities, receptiveness to personification, and adaptability.
This abstract is an abbreviated version of our arXiv paper on this
system [4].

2 THE DOBBY ARCHITECTURE
The system’s prompt instructs it to behave as a robot assistant, and
includes context about its environment, background information,
and a list of actions that the robot can perform. LLM queries are
made using OpenAI’s chat completion API. The function calling
feature of the ChatGPT model is used to perform actions. Figure 1
shows a system diagram.
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2.1 Function Calling
The model gpt-4-0613 introduced function calling, in which the
model generates a JSON object containing a function call as part
of the completion. The JSON objects can be parsed to execute ex-
ternal commands. To facilitate this, OpenAI accepts a structured
description of available functions with every query to their API.
The Dobby architecture defines the functions ExecutePlan(string[]
actionSequence) and CancelPlan() for general use cases. Whe the
agent “chooses” an action, one of these function calls is included in
the output of the LLM.

2.2 Conversation
In the “Conversing” state, the system enters a loop where it records
the user’s utterance, transcribes the recorded audio, queries the
agent for a response, plays the dialogue to the user, and begins
recording again. Input text, system messages, and generated re-
sponses are accumulated in a history buffer which is sent to the
API at every iteration. LLMs provide unique capabilities. The ro-
bot can pose clarifying questions, offer suggestions, and adapt to
each unique individual, providing the robot with the opportunity
to adjust to the user’s intentions and desires before taking any ac-
tion. System messages are included in the history buffer to provide
event-based instructions or update the agent on the state of the
environment, preventing the robot’s dialogue from contradicting
its behavior. If silence is detected for six seconds and no response
is received, the robot will begin listening for the keyword “Dobby”
to re-trigger the conversation loop.

2.3 Action Planning
Atomic actions include a textual title, pre/post-conditions, and an
executable function. Each action’s title is listed in the prompt.When
queried, the agent may choose to begin a series of actions by calling
the function ExecutePlan(string[] actionSequence). To ensure robust-
ness to semantically similar commands, each string is matched to
an action class by comparing the embedding of the output to each
action title and selecting the action with the highest similarity. Oc-
casionally, the agent will attempt to include actions not listed in the
prompt which have no corresponding action class. To correct this,
the agent is re-prompted with an error message if the maximum
embedding similarity falls under a certain threshold. After repeated
attempts, a system message informs the agent that it is not capable
of the requested task, prompting it to explain this to the user.

Once parsed, steps are taken to assure plan validity. To model the
environment, the system uses pre-conditions and post-conditions
attached to each action; similar to additions and deletions in STRIPS
[1] style planning, or the tracking of predicates in PDDL [3]. The
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Figure 1: Diagram detailing the flow of information through the Dobby architecture, with emphasis on the inputs and outputs
of the agent and transitions between states. All processes connected to History add a system message to provide context and
then re-prompt the agent. Most function calls re-prompt the agent to generate dialogue before recording again.

system uses a greedy algorithm which skips actions until their
necessary preconditions have been met, attempting to reorder the
plan if necessary. If the generated plan cannot be corrected, the
agent informs the user that it is incapable of the task.

2.4 Action Execution
Once a plan has been proposed and validated, actions are executed
in order. When an action begins, system messages inform the agent
that the previous action has completed and that the new action has
begun. The agent is then re-prompted to provide a dialogue cue
informing the user of its intended behavior. Actions do not block
the system when executing, so it is possible to continue to converse
with the robot while it is performing a task such as navigation.
A function CancelPlan() may be called by the agent to halt the
execution of the current plan at the user’s request. Alternatively,
the agent may start a new plan, overriding the previous one. When
an action completes, the conversation loop is interrupted and the
next action is started, prompting a corresponding dialogue line.

3 EVALUATION
To evaluate Dobby, we designed an experiment to contrast partic-
ipants’ experiences with a conversational vs. non-conversational
robot tour guide; hypothesizing that the conversational version
would would be more effective due to its ability to contextualize
the user’s requests, suggest destinations based on their interests,
answer a wide variety of questions, and keep the user engaged with
back and forth conversation. The study focuses on investigating
our system’s advantages in HRI instead of the planning domain.

We recorded the coordinates of ten notable destinations within
the laboratory, along with a brief description of each. The coor-
dinates are used to generate a “go to” action for each destination.
The descriptions are included in Dobby’s prompt along with in-
formation about five general topics to provide context about the
lab. Dobby is built on top of an existing robot platform called the
BWIBot [2] which is used in these experiments.

The non-conversational systtem is intended to represent the best
system possible without a modern LLM. The robot’s dialogue is
scripted and interaction is limited to a fixed set of spoken commands:
“Show me the (landmark)." and “Tell me about (topic)." When this
robot arrives at a destination or is requested to provide information,
it reads aloud descriptions of the landmark or topic verbatim.

We completed a study including 22 participants. Each trial con-
sisted of one tour with the conversational robot and one tour with
the non-conversational robot; in that order. Prior to participation,
each participant provided informed consent. This study was ap-
proved by the University of Texas at Austin’s Institutional Review
Board. On-boarding instructions were provided to each participant
explaining how to interact with the robots. Each tour ended when
a participant expressed their willingness to end their tour.

Study participants rated the conversational robot substantially
better than the non-conversational robot. They spent an average
of 14.3 minutes with the conversational robot and only 5.8 with
the non-coversational robot, and gave each an enjoyment rating of
6.59 vs 4.00 on a 7-point scale, respectively. A detailed description
of the system and a full description of the study and results can be
found in our arXiv paper [4].
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